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Abstract: Aluminum matrix composites composed of Al, Al-5,6 wt.% Cu (Al5.6Cu), Al-7 wt.% of alpha brass α-Cu0,8Zn0,2 (Al7CuZn) 

and Al-9 wt.% of nickel brass Cu0,64Zn0,31Ni0,05 (Al9CuZnNi) as the matrix and 15 vol.% of TiC and synthesized Al-Ti-C master alloy (MA) as 
the reinforcement were successfully fabricated by hot forging. Sliding wear tests were conducted at different velocity and loads using a pin-
on-disc apparatus and under dry conditions. The results of the investigations indicate that the coefficient of friction significantly lower in 
composites with Al-Ti-C master alloy then that reinforced with TiC, while the wear rates are lower in composites with Cu additions. The 
post-test analysis of the material damage mechanisms were examined by optical profilometer. 
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1 Introduction 
 
The tribological behavior characteristics of aluminum matrix  

composites (AMC) strengthened with various ceramic particles 
(TiC, B4C, TiB2, Al2O3, SiC) have been extensively studied to 
determine the effect of different combinations of matrix and 
reinforcement on wear behavior [1] whilst  the AMC with 
synthesized master alloys (MA) as a reinforcement has not been 
systematically investigated so far.  

The master alloy is an intermediate material of finely-
dispersed second phase (mostly ceramic phase) in the metallic or 
intermetallic matrix, in the form of porous mass or sponge, [2;3] 
prepared by in-situ processing techniques involving a chemical 
reaction resulting the formation of thermodynamically stable 
reinforcing ceramic phase. Therefore in our work, master alloy was 
prepared from elemental powders of Al, Ti and C to subsequently 
application for producing hot forming composites mixed with 
aluminum powder. It is assumed that, as a result of in-situ reaction 
in the synthesized master alloy the grain boundaries between the 
particles of the strengthening phase TiC and aluminum will be free 
of oxides, which greatly increases the interfacial strength, titanium 
carbide particles themselves are of submicron size and 
homogeneously distribute in the volume, which increases 
mechanical properties of AMC, provides in effective load transfer 
and decreases the wear rates. [4]. However, presence of brittle 
titanium aluminides particles in such composites has a deleterious 
effect on the mechanical properties, which is why to investigate a 
wear behavior of such composite materials especially compared 
with Al/TiC composite materials is in great interest. [5-7]  

Studying the topographical features of the worn surfaces 
morphologies (craters, cracking, transfer layer, plastic deformation, 
fatigue, shear fracture, etc.) also one of the important investigation 
subject for many decades, because it helps to evaluate wear 
conditions, predicting wear behavior and controlling wear 
processes. Wear quantification techniques are based on mass or 
geometric measurements. The widely used technique to calculates 
the wear volume loss is gravimetric wear measurement, but this 
method is not very useful when the wear damage involve both 
abrasive and adhesive mechanisms. Usage of stylus or optical 
profilometers could be good additional method to evaluate not only 
the wear volume or depth, but also the local development of the 
wear damage on the sample surface due to standardized roughness 
parameters calculated from 2D or 3D profiles [8-10]. 

Thus, the aim of the present work is to study the wear behavior 
of aluminum matrix composites after dry sliding tests under 
different conditions of applied load and speed, in order to determine 
their effect on friction coefficient, surface roughness and clarify the 
damage mechanisms. 

 
 

2 Experimental procedure  
 
AMC composed of Al, Al-5,6 wt.% Cu (Al5.6Cu), Al-7 wt.% 

of alpha brass α-Cu0,8Zn0,2 (Al7CuZn) and Al-9 wt.% of nickel 

brass Cu0,64Zn0,31Ni0,05 (Al9CuZnNi) as the matrix and 15 vol.% of 
TiC and previously synthesized master alloy (MA) of composition 
20Al-64Ti-16C (wt.%) as the reinforcement, were prepared as 
follows: raw powders of matrix material and reinforcement 
additives were ball milled in planetary mill for 7,5 minutes, then 
compacted at 500 MPa, heated in a furnace under argon atmosphere 
at the temperature of 600 °C and hot forged. Throughout the text, 
abbreviations of the following type will be used: Al-TiC, Al-MA 
represents samples containing 15 vol.% of reinforcement phase with 
aluminium matrix and Al5.6Cu-MA, Al7CuZn-MA, Al9CuZnNi-
MA – samples with alloyed matrix. Table 1 shows the values of 
Brinell hardness, density and ultimate tensile strength for test 
materials after hot forging.  
 

Table 1: Mechanical properties of aluminium matrix composites 

Materials HB, 
MPa 

Density, 
g/cm3  

UTS, 
MPa 

Al-15TiC 319 2,647 156,6 

Al-15MA 615 2,896 187 

Al5.6Cu-15MA 958 3,036 151,1 

Al7CuZn-15MA 927 2,849 140,6 

Al9CuZnNi-15MA 879 2,946 145,7 
 
Cylindrical samples were examined under dry sliding 

condition against a counterface of G51320 steel having a hardness 
of 63-65 HRC using a pin-on-disk machine at different applied 
loads (10, 20 and 30N) and speed (1 – 4 m/s), for a constant sliding 
distance of 1 km. The mass loss of the specimens was measured 
with an analytical balance. Sliding surface was examined under 
optical microscopy XJL-17AT and roughness parameters were 
identified by optical profilometry to explore the possible wear 
mechanism.  
 

3 Results and discussion 
 

Fig. 1 shows the microstructure of the composites materials 
after hot forging. The grey phase corresponds to Al, the dark phase 
– master alloy (Fig. 1, a, b), which is consist of two main phases, i. 
e. TiC, Al and weak additions of titanium aluminides [7]. In 
composite with alloyed matrix (Fig. 1, c, d, e), could be seen white 
phase corresponds to Cu, alpha and nickel brass.  

Fig. 2 represents the wear rates of Al-15TiC and Al-15MA. It 
was found; those tested materials maintain only 10 N load and work 
properly at 1 m/s and 2 m/s sliding speed, where mass los the 
highest for Al-15TiC, but further increasing of sliding speed results 
to adhesion between the composite materials and the steel 
counterface. 

It can be seen from the abrupt raise of wear rate values at 3 
m/s (fig. 2), from the formation of transferred layer on the 
counterface surface (fig. 3) and the visible traces of extensive 
plastic deformation – presents of  numerous voids, cracks and 
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delimitation in worn surface of Al-15TiC, Al-15MA composite 
materials (fig. 4 a, c).  

 

 
Fig. 1 Microstructures of ACM: a) Al-15TiC, b) Al-15MA, c) 

Al5.6Cu-15MA, d) Al7CuZn-15MA, e) Al9CuZnNi-15MA 

 
 

 
Fig. 2 Variation of wear rate of AMC, reinforced with TiC and 

master alloy at 10 N load with sliding speed 

3D profiles of Al-15MA indicates (fig. 4 d), that a layer of material 
has been removed as debris from these areas and that the debris is in 
the form of thin sheets. The examination of the Al-15TiC 3D 
profiles (fig. 4 b) reveals the plastic flow of the matrix material and 
hard particles spalling. All this assumption is in good correlation 
with increasing of surface roughness parameters, especially in 
maximum valley depth Rv and maximum peak height Rp (Table 2). 

The results of the investigations shows that the coefficient 
of friction lower in composites with Al-TiC master alloy (0,2-0,3) 
then that reinforced with TiC (0,4-0,38), probably because of better 
mechanical properties of the Al-15MA. 

 

 
Fig. 5 The photograph of the G51320 steel counterface worn 

surface. The applied load is 10 N, and the sliding velocity is 4 m/s.   
 

 
Fig. 4 The microstructure of the worn surfaces of a) Al-15TiC, b) 
Al-15MA and their 3D surface profiles respectively. The applied 

load is 10 N, and the sliding velocity is 4 m/s. 

 

To improve the wear resistance of AMC were decided alloyed 
matrix material with 7 wt.% of alpha brass α-Cu0,8Zn0,2 and 9 wt.% 
of nickel brass Cu0,64Zn0,31Ni0,05, which noticeably increase 
hardness of the composites compared to Al-15TiC, Al-15MA and 
decrease tensile strength (table 1).  

 
Table 2: The surface roughness parameters of AMC after wear tests 

  

Materials Ra, 
µm 

Rz, 
µm 

Rp, 
µm 

Rv, 
µm 

Al-15TiC 3,708 11,44 8,105 -13,31 

Al-15MA 4,837 6,639 16,14 -4,827 

Al5.6Cu-15MA 1,815 4,787 5,944 -4,954 

Al7CuZn-15MA 2,105 5,897 4,014 -4,97 

Al9CuZnNi-15MA 3,936 6,667 12,64 -5,213 

 There are grooves and ridges running parallel to one another 
in the sliding direction on the worn surface of the composites with 
alloyed matrix as shown in Fig. 5 (a, c e). It seems, that grooves are 
deeper in the Al5.6Cu-15MA and Al7CuZn-15MA then 
Al9CuZnNi-15MA, but the lower surface roughness parameters 
from the table 2 indicate that Al5.6Cu-15MA more wear-resistant. 
The 3D profiles after friction tests (Fig. 5 b, d, f) has rather smooth 
surface, unlike uneven surface with traces of extensive plastic 
deformation in the case of Al-15TiC and Al-15MA. The variation 
of were rate and coefficient of friction with sliding speed exhibit a 
load dependence and illustrated in Fig. 6 and Fig.7. 
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Fig. 5 The microstructure of the worn surfaces of a) Al5.6Cu-
15MA, b) Al7CuZn-15MA, c) Al9CuZnNi-15MA and their 3D 
surface profiles respectively. The applied load is 30 N, and the 

sliding velocity is 4 m/s. 

 

 

 

 

The variation of wear rate and coefficient of friction with 
sliding speed exhibit a load dependence and illustrated in Fig. 6. 
With an increase of the sliding speed and applied load wear rate of 
the samples increase and coefficient of friction decrease. Under 10 
and 20 N all materials have close weare rate values, but load and 
speed extension to 4 m/s and 30 N respectively lids to significant 
loss of mass in Al7CuZn-15MA, Al9CuZnNi-15MA composites. It 
is clear from the obtained dates, that Al5.6Cu-15MA exhibits 
the lowers value of  coefficient of friction, wear rate and roughness 
parameters. 

 
Conclusion 
 
According to the microstructural and 3D pfofile analysis, 

friction coefficient, wear rate and roughness parameters 
measurements of  aluminum matrix composites, the best wear 
behavior exhibits samples of Al reinforced with 15 % of Al-Ti-C 
master alloy compared to Al-15TiC composite and composites with 
Cu addition due to better mechanical properties. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

   
 

Fig. 6 Wear rate and friction coefficient of AMC, alloyed with Cu, alpha and nickel brass and with 15MA as a function of sliding speed and 
applied load 
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